THE WORD

Don't Miss The Word!

Are you ready for the next edition of The Word? It will be available soon! Join us online for the unveiling!

Homecoming Weekend is coming up! Stay tuned for updates on this exciting event.

Organizations, visit SECU's College Park Financial Center at The View, or contact Cassie Costin, Financial Center Manager, at 301-405-3900. Not able to attend one of those dates? Check out this video on Business Banking for Student Groups.

Want to talk to a SECU rep about opening an account for your student org or discuss other questions around banking? Drop by the Student Involvement Suite between 12:30pm and 2:30pm on November 30, 2018 or they will no longer be considered a registered student organization. 

And that's the Word.

Subscribe to receive our future emails.

Opt out is the word on the OrgSync tip of the week!

Leveraging Terrapins Connect to Build

Leveraging Terrapins Connect to Build

Encourage your members to join the conversation! ODI hosts "The Circle: Campus Conversations on Hate"-

You can leave a comment or ask a question for The Circle: Campus Conversations on Hate-Bias.
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